Engineering design reuse refers to the utilization of any knowledge gained from the design activity to support future design. As such, engineering design reuse approaches are concerned with the support, exploration, and enhancement of design knowledge prior, during, and after a design activity. Modular design is a product structuring principle whereby products are developed with distinct modules for rapid product development, efficient upgrades, and possible reuse (of the physical modules). The benefits of modular design center on a greater capacity for structuring component parts to better manage the relation between market requirements and the designed product. This study explores the capabilities of modular design principles to provide improved support for the engineering design reuse concept. The correlations between modular design and 'reuse' are highlighted, with the aim of identifying its potential to aid the little-supported process of design for reuse. In fulfilment of this objective the authors not only identify the requirements of design for reuse, but also propose how modular design principles can be extended to support design for reuse.
Introduction
Design for reuse, whereby current artifacts are designed with a specific emphasis on promoting, extracting, and enhancing re-usable knowledge elements, has been shown in previous studies to have the most significant impact on the realization of 'reuse' related benefits (Duffy and Ferns [1] ). While their investigation limited the consideration of benefit in terms of time, quality, cost, and performance, Duffy and Ferns considered reuse in terms of domain knowledge, domain models, reuse libraries, design requirements, evolved design, domain exploration, design for reuse, and design by reuse. Interestingly however, research by one of the authors [2, 3] has shown that, of all the reuse processes, design for reuse suffers from a most notable lack of support. Thus, the potential for various principles to support design for reuse was investigated as part of a project to develop a modular design method to improve support for formal design reuse.
Modular design is a natural extension of structuring principles. It involves the creation of artifact variants based on the configuration of a defined set of modules. Modules are commonly described as a group of 'functionally' or 'structurally' independent components clustered such that 'interactions are localised within each module and interactions between modules are minimised' [4] . The principle aims to create variety, reduce complexity, and maximize kinship in designs and across product families. Owing to the fact that individual module functions and/or structures must eventually combine to realize the overall function/structure of the artifact, the modules can never truly be independent and must be defined together with the system to which they belong. Modular design research can generally be grouped into three categories: the identification of modules, the design of modules, and designing with modules. The approach outlined within this study predominantly considers issues related to the first two categories, the later is encompassed when the output of the tool is further utilized from a 'design by reuse' perspective.
The relation between modular design and reuse principles
In exploring why modular design so readily maps to the 'reuse' perspective some of the major benefits of the modular approach are considered [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , these include: efficient upgrades; improved design understanding; improved knowledge structures; improved knowledge management; improved knowledge utilization; rapid product development; reduction in complexity, and reduction in costs. These benefits center on a greater capacity for structuring both physical parts and artifact knowledge to better manage the relation between market requirements and the design artifact. They support increased utilization of experiential knowledge for new product development and provide an approach to actively support reuse.
However, despite the existing evidence as to its benefits, 'little work has been done on these research issues' [5] . In 1995, Chang [10] noted that 'none of the design theories or tools in the mechanical world serves as an articulate procedure for designers to follow in practicing modular design.' Despite continued developments in the field of modular design, further inadequacies were highlighted by Miller and Elgard [12] and Huang and Kusiak [13] . The later stating that 'modularity has been treated in the literature in an abstract form' and 'approaches are needed to determine modules, represent modularity, optimise modular design and assess the impact of modularity on the design process, manufacturing, and management.'
Current approaches to modular design
Modular design principles have been applied to structure the designed product [9, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] and its associated production system [21] [22] [23] [24] , and have been applied to explore and identify modularity within individual products [13] [14] [15] 17, 18, 20] or across a product family (or generations of a product family) [9, 16, 19] . Modular design applied across a product family is aimed at exploring the domain to identify common characteristics in the product structures that can be realized as a common module. This section considers current approaches to modular design and demonstrates their limitations in fulfilling the requirements of 'modular design for reuse.'
Single viewpoint approaches
The majority of approaches focus solely on a particular viewpoint, generally either functionally or structurally. Existing approaches to modularity may be grouped into three distinct categories based on: function, the potential means of realizing this function, and finally on physical parts and/or components.
The focus of Kusiak and Huang [25] and Ouyang and Chenggang [26] was modularity from a functional viewpoint where sub-functions were grouped or clustered, based on their relation to one another, to form 'functional' modules. The realization of the defined 'functional' modules as physical entities is left to the designer.
Chang [10] provides examples of 'behavioural modularity' based on the technical solutions or means of fulfilling the functional criteria of a design. Chang focuses on the minimization of variation across a product family by reducing the 'conceptual noise' of technical solutions with respect to the requirements of components and/or assembly sets. Erixon's modular function deployment (MFD) approach [14] looks at modularity across the wider spectrum of the design process, however, the module identification phase focuses on clustering of potential technical solutions (or means) to functional objectives.
The component/part view that is termed here as 'structural modularity' is the focus of Gu and Hashemian [27] , Kamrani [28] , and Ishii and Lee [17] . The application field is often redesigning, and it is predominantly utilized in domains where the product is mature and the parts inventory stable. Gu and Ishii are seen to focus on modularity for recycling and disposal whereby well-defined physical parts are grouped into modules based on their similarity in areas, such as life span, material, maintenance level, disposal method, etc. Similarly, Masuda utilizes the modular design at a 'structural level' to improve the upgrade prospects of products which are technologically driven or have long in-service life spans. Kamrani, utilizes this modular approach, in well-developed design domains when technology, materials, and design are mature and subject to little flux, with the aim of maximizing kinship in terms of manufacturing requirements and assembly operations and thus capitalizing on potential process improvements.
Design for reuse, the identification, extraction, and enhancement of possible reusable knowledge fragments, requires a systematic approach to the capture and structuring of generated knowledge throughout the engineering design life-phase from its inception. Thus, owing to the potential for knowledge of different types, media, scope, and abstraction level, to exist at different levels of completeness it is surmised that it is inconceivable to utilize a single viewpoint as the basis of design for reuse [3] , since reuse may be represented within the functionality of a product (without considering the working principles or physical solution), within the working principles of the product (without considering the functionality or physical solution), or within the solution (without considering functionality, or working principles). In addition, as this approach demonstrates, it is also possible to conceive of modularity across viewpoints.
Multi-viewpoint approaches
Salheih and Kamrani [20] note that the principle of modularity 'can be applied in product design, design problems, production systems, or all three,' thus acknowledging the need to support different views of the artifact design. Their four-step methodology covers the design process from need to concept with the aim of determining the modularity in design concepts and utilizing these modules as the basis for the allocation of development teams. The detailed design of such modules is left to the development teams. Further, due to the need for decomposition of the design concept, the focus of their approach is predominantly towards cases of redesign and/or where the design and problem domain are well developed, documented, and understood. Thus, they observe modularity only at the 'macro level' where the granularity of design problem and process is at a relatively low level i.e., basic needs, requirements, and component types. The product's modularity is only explored in one step (Step 4: concept integration) and through one view (a low level structural view), with the previous steps being utilized as data gatherers to support this analysis.
Tseng and Jiao [29] present a case-based approach with the aim of rationalizing past designs to 'provide the designer with a set of concepts and common solutions to specify current design.' Thus, by organizing information around features common to all past designs they create a product family architecture (PFA) in which all new designs will be anchored by 'emphasising its similarities/ commonalities to past designs.' The approach plans for modularity across 'views' namely the functional, technical, and the physical views of product development posited by Ulrich and Eppinger [30] and Pahl and Beitz [31] . Here, the functional 'view' deals with customer grouping, the technical view with the design of modules through the coupling of design parameter's regardless of their physical realization, and finally the physical views deal with the physical realization of the modules based on past design and process capabilities trade-offs. The three views are independent and issues relating to different business functions are dealt with in different views and mapping between the viewpoints is utilized to maintain the product family when initiating new product design.
These approaches all support product modularity from 'design-by-reuse' perspective. They are all applied to cases of redesign or cases that do not 'include novel engineering design tasks, but systematic variant design' [18] . All require access to a significant number of past cases, and require that there is an abundance of customer and marketing information available on the product. For example Tseng and Jiao's approach is applied to the field of industrial products, due to: the availability of large repositories of product knowledge; an abundance of historical data; the ease of accurately classifying market needs; the knowledgeable customers, the limited customer base; and the incremental as opposed to innovative nature of development. These approaches attempt to explicate the underlying modularity of an existing set of past cases for utilization to support new design. Each acknowledges that there can be multiple 'views' of the artifact knowledge. The tendency is however to consider 'engineering design as a single 'view' with others representing additional phases in the life cycle of the artifact and/or life-phase objectives/requirements. By developing methods to define and manage modularity from the higher level 'functional' requirements to 'lower level' parts, geometry and physical characteristics, the authors aim to take into account life-phase modular needs during design while utilizing the principle as a tool to extract, manage, and enhance design knowledge 'for reuse.'
Issues in modular design support for reuse
A number of issues have been raised through research into existing modular design methodologies. These include issues of knowledge management, relation definition, and the incorporation of life cycle objectives during design.
KNOWLEDGE MODULES
In addition to the definition of the physical module, Miller and Elgard [12] recognize the need to capture related 'knowledge modules' and abstractions of these. They express a need to explore the concept of modularity in relation to 'knowledge management and modules seen as knowledge carriers.' Such exploration is essential to facilitate a design for reuse modular methodology as it is well documented that previous solutions are rarely wholly re-usable [3, 32, 33] . Without adequate provision for the knowledge related to how and why the final solution was derived, it is difficult to effectively facilitate the 'reuse' of partial solutions. Thus, as current approaches do not adequately formalize, nor maintain, the knowledge behind defined modules they are consequently too inflexible to fully support design for reuse.
RELATIONS
Relations both within and between modules can be considered to involve complex dependencies in terms of functional, behavioral, structural, spatial, information, energy, and material constraints. Thus, they are far more complex than the functional or physical geometry relations utilized in most approaches to modular design. Currently relations are treated as predominantly onedimensional i.e., that a relationship exists. This treatment has resulted in documented incidents of 'false clustering' and accidental 'importance' increases of functions [18] . The researchers attribute such incidents to the facts that the algorithms are based on the quantity and not the quality of relations and their inability to incorporate constraints. Thus, it is suggested that a deeper understanding and more adequate support of: within and between module relations, and across viewpoint relations would aid in the management of such difficulties.
LIFE CYCLE OBJECTIVES
Life cycle objectives such as recycling, maintenance, assembly, and disposal are the focus of a number of Supporting 'Design for Re-use' with Modular Design modular design approaches [27, 34] . For instance, Gu et al. focus on the grouping of components with similar life spans or material compositions for recycling or disposal. Different sets of life cycle objectives are the distinct consideration of particular 'views' of modular design. Thus, out-with the boundaries of that particular 'view' the designer has, no formal mechanisms to further explore the implications of these chosen objectives and resulting trade-offs exist as the artifact definition evolves. However, a multiple viewpoint approach would allow for a 'deeper' understanding of how a life cycle objective related to, for instance, 'functional' performance impacts on, say, the 'structural' components and vice versa.
A modular design methodology for reuse
A novel 'multi-viewpoint modular design methodology' has been developed that aims to address the previously outlined issues for modular design support. The methodology has been developed to support the exploration and maintenance of a modular design by modeling viewpoints and perspectives of design knowledge, optimizing these models, identifying their inherent hierarchical modular structure, and then mapping between these viewpoints. The methodology has four main elements: a knowledge formalism; a matrix application; a clustering mechanism; and a mapping mechanism.
The knowledge formalism
The formalism takes a multi-viewpoint evolutionary approach (MVEA) to formalizing both current working knowledge (CWK) and domain knowledge (DK) [35] . The formalism defines design knowledge elements, and their relations, within and across different viewpoints and their evolution through the design activity. Thus, it has the ability to support and formalize knowledge of an evolving design over the viewpoints inherently adopted by the designer.
The approach allows the designer to formalize knowledge within viewpoints as concepts with attributes and constraints. The formalism also notes a causal link relation across viewpoints.
Concept constraints indicate application conditions while attribute constraints represent dependencies between individual attributes. Relations between concepts can be of a structural nature (has-kind, a-kind-of, a-part-of, has-part), or associative nature (functionaldependency, physical link) and have a direction, whereas relations between viewpoints are formalized as a causal-link. Figure 1 depicts the views of CWK formalized as basic structures and networks illustrating how the concepts and relation knowledge interrelate within multiple viewpoints. The viewpoints are modeled as a series of structures (function, working principle, and solution) and networks (desired mode of action, actual mode of action, and construction network). The structures encapsulate knowledge of the viewpoint concepts in the design and the structural relations between these; for example, the function structure defines functions concepts and their structural relations. The different notations on the relations between concepts in the structure represent different types of structural solutions.
The networks depict viewpoint concepts and their associative relations and represent a specific part of the structures, i.e., the concepts from the bottom most level of the structure (at any discrete point in time) and the associative relations between these. Associative relations represent the functioning sequence or physical attachment between concepts. Thus networks depict the most detailed and concrete viewpoint concepts and a type of associative relation between them.
The interdependency matrix application
A matrix formalism ( Figure 2 ) was utilized as a means to represent the 'viewpoint model' of the concepts and their dependency knowledge to support its modular analysis. The matrix formalism was chosen due to 'its compactness, its ability to represent most design activity knowledge and their dependencies and its quantifiable nature' [36] . The matrix formalism is based upon the design structure matrix (DSM) [37] . The DSM has been used to represent concepts such as: tasks, resources, and parameters, as well as the inter-concept dependencies.
For brevity, Figure 2 illustrates the three structures combined. The row and column headings represent either: a functional conceptualization; a working principle conceptualization; and a solution conceptualization. The relation between concepts is used to represent either 'within' or 'across structure dependencies' (in terms of the shape), and the strength of the relationship as defined by the designers. A viewpoint model is created for the differing viewpoints of interest throughout the design phase, i.e., function, working principle, solution. Within the viewpoint model, the matrix rows and columns represent the same concepts (in the same order) and dependencies within the matrix itself.
The limitations of the matrix formalism restricts its application to modeling one structure (function, working principle, solution) due to the potential inconsistencies in concepts and dependencies. The implementation of the matrix formalism within this research does however allow different perspectives of a viewpoint to be considered simultaneously. Figure 3 (a)-(c) for example (adapted from [38] ) illustrates three different perspectives (material, information, energy) of the function viewpoint. The matrix implementation allows this flexibility to consider different perspectives of each type of concept in a similar approach to that proposed by Pimmler and Eppinger [39] , but not restricted to four perspectives, in addition to being able to view combined perspectives of any of the other perspectives, Figure 3(d) .
It is important to note that modularity from one perspective (Figure 3(a) ) may not result with modularity from another perspective (Figure 3(b) ). The focus for a modular design practitioner is to determine the optimum modularity with respect to one, or a number of perspectives across different viewpoints of design.
The clustering mechanism
A clustering criterion was produced that represents the summation of the dependencies both above and below the diagonal multiplied by the distance from the diagonal on the basis of their weight. The focus of minimizing the clustering criterion is therefore to re-sequence the concepts to get the dependencies as close to the diagonal as possible. Minimizing the clustering criterion minimizes the distance of the dependencies from the diagonal, with the result that the dependencies are clustered around the diagonal. No changes to the information relating to either the concepts or their dependencies are made during the optimization process. 
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where N is the number of concepts in the matrix, i and j are the row and column indices, and w i,j are the dependency weights. The difficulty in optimizing the DSM lies in the need to be able to deal with discrete, multi-modal, noisy, and multi-criteria solution spaces that are common within the DSM [40] . Re-sequencing the order of activities in order to minimize the clustering criterion is known to be an NP-complete problem [41] , hence the use of a stochastic optimization tool, such as a genetic algorithm (GA) is necessary. The general procedure for GAs developed by Goldberg [42] , has been used to enable the evolution of optimal modular structures [36] .
The objective of the GA in this particular application is to minimize the value for the clustering criterion -Equation (1) by varying the sequence of concepts within the matrix. Figure 4 illustrates the output from the optimization of each of the individual perspectives for the functional viewpoint model. In each case, the sequence of functional concepts has been changed in order to cluster the dependencies around the diagonal. It can also be seen that the optimum clustering differs for each perspective due to the differing nature of the dependencies, with the combined perspective, Figure 4 clustering for the material, information, and energy perspectives.
Once the clustering criterion has been minimized for a given matrix, the module identification mechanism is used to address the difficulties associated with identifying modules. The module identification mechanism consists of two parts: the module strength indicator (MSI) function and a module structure matrix (MSM).
The MSI function was derived to support the determination of the inherent modularity within the product structure and is represented within Equation (2), which provides the designer with an indication of the relative modularity of the potential clustered sequence, with respect to its concepts' internal and external dependencies.
where i is the row index; j is the column index; n 1 is the index of first component in module; n 2 is the index of last component in module; N is the number of concepts in the matrix; and w i,j is the weight of the dependency at row i and column j. 
The MSI technique results in an alternative representation of the DSM. The resulting MSM, uses a variation in color to depict the relative modularity of all available component modules. Thus, the MSM exposes the boundaries of any existing modular structure based on the given dependencies. The MSM identifies inherent hierarchical modularity within highly constrained problems with densely populated dependency matrices that otherwise may not have been readily apparent. In general, an optimized viewpoint model is the expected basis for visualizing the MSM, however Figure 5 illustrates the inherent modularity of the original perspectives of the functional viewpoint model from Figure 3 . Equation (2) is applied to all possible concept groupings within the viewpoint model to determine the inherent modularity in the overall structure. Figure 5 depicts concept groupings with different values of MSI. The figure illustrates that for each perspective of the functional viewpoint, the modularity is relatively weak, with strong modules defined between FVC7 and FVC8 for the material perspective, and between FVC5, FVC6, and FVC7 for the information, energy, and combined perspectives.
The optimized viewpoint models within Figure 4 were used as the basis of the MSI, the results of which can be seen within Figure 6 . The inherent modularity resulting from the optimized viewpoints is clearer with the MSM exposing the boundaries of any existing modular structure based on the given dependencies and the resulting MSI values. The MSM within Figure 6 (d) highlights inherent modularity within highly constrained problems with densely populated dependency matrices that otherwise may not have been readily apparent -see for example Figure 5(d) .
The MSM provides an indication of the existing modularity within the design artifact. The designer is free to adapt the module configuration within the boundaries of the inherent modularity identified.
The mapping mechanism
The three elements of the methodology described within Sections 3.1-3.3 are applicable to each of the design viewpoints separately. This results in the definition of a modular structure for individual viewpoints but not for the identification of the overall modularity of the product structure or maintenance of the modularity across viewpoints of the product structure. However, to support the evolution of the modular design there is a requirement to map between the individual viewpoints. Thus, a mapping mechanism is defined to support crossviewpoint modular development and analysis.
The mapping mechanism is a key element in providing a coherent and integrated framework required to support the capture and exploration of knowledge from multiple viewpoints and to evolve the modular solution from the abstract (function) to the concrete (solution) - Figure 7 . When utilized within a design by reuse scenario, the mechanism could facilitate the analysis of the impact of design changes and support partial reuse of the design solutions (modules) and their associated knowledge.
The mapping mechanism uses a knowledge and matrix formalism similar to that within Section 3.1, and an Supporting 'Design for Re-use' with Modular Design optimization mechanism. However, the focus here is on concepts and their cross-viewpoint dependencies, termed causal-link dependencies that represent the mapping of concepts between viewpoints as they progress from the abstract to the concrete. A causal-link dependency can exist between any two concepts across any two of the three viewpoints of the design knowledge posited here.
The resulting model is termed a cross-viewpoint model and an implementation of the model can be seen in Figure 8 for the links between the functional viewpoint and the working principle viewpoint. By utilizing the near-optimum concept order returned for the more abstract view (from Figure 6(d) ) and optimizing the concept order in the more concrete viewpoint in relation to these, the designer can maintain the modular solution across viewpoints of the design.
Once an optimum sequence for the working principle concepts has been created, the process is repeated from Section 3.2, with the creation of an interdependency matrix for the working principle viewpoint using the concept sequence generated. The process is repeated until the concepts being represented are concrete, i.e., the solution viewpoint. Progressing in this manner results with the production of a design artifact that is modular both within and across viewpoints.
Application
As the methodology was developed to support improved engineering design reuse, the procedural knowledge is defined based on its application within a current design activity (i.e., for reuse). The application process of the above methodology involves an iterative application loop which supports the generation of modules as the design evolves from the abstract to the concrete as shown in Figure 9 .
In the first instance, the designer creates a function viewpoint model that embodies the designer's initial ideas of the functions that the design has to fulfil and the interdependencies between these. This model is utilized as the basis to support a modular analysis of the generated design knowledge from the function viewpoint. The analysis begins with the designer checking all the function concepts and their related dependencies. The designer queries whether each function concept has a dependency with one or more of the other concepts in the model. A concept that has no dependencies with other concepts of the same type may represent unnecessary duplication, diversity, and/or complexity in the product structure. The designer can choose to discard the concept, maintain the concept, and update the dependency knowledge associated with it to more adequately reflect its status within the generated design knowledge, or maintain the concept as a standalone entity. The process is repeated until all the Interdependency matrices of design viewpoints
Mapping of design concepts from abstract (expression of need) to concrete (solution). remaining function viewpoint concepts have been verified.
On completion of the function viewpoint model verification process, the designer uses the GA to generate an optimized function viewpoint model. The concept groupings defined in this model can be utilized as the basis to define and allocate further design tasks required to evolve the design activity and its associated knowledge, for example, the function concept groupings may be utilized as the basis to define the boundaries for individual designers and/or design teams, to research potential working principle or solution concepts to realize these functional groups. However, in complex or highly constrained problems, the concept grouping boundaries may not always be clearly visible from the optimized function viewpoint model and the designer may apply the module identification mechanism to facilitate this process.
The designer then proceeds by generating knowledge of the working principle concepts required to realize the function concept groupings. The working principle concepts can be analyzed both as an individual model of a viewpoint (a working principle viewpoint model) and with respect to its capabilities to maintain the modular solution. The analysis of the working principle viewpoint model is carried out through the same process as the one described earlier for the function viewpoint model. The analysis results in knowledge of optimum working principle groupings on which to base further design tasks and research required to support the realization of these groupings as structural entities, i.e., solution concepts or parts.
The mapping mechanism analyzes the working principle concepts that have been defined by the designer to realize the function concepts. As such, the results (the concept order) defined in the optimized function viewpoint model is utilized as the basis for the analysis. A matrix formalism is applied to both the function and working principle concepts. The crossviewpoint dependencies between these are defined and represented within the matrix body. The analysis begins Supporting 'Design for Re-use' with Modular Design with the designer checking all the dependencies between the function and working principle concepts. The designer queries if the concepts in each viewpoint have at least one more working dependency with the concepts from the alternative viewpoint, i.e., whether each working principle concept realizes (or partially realizes) a function concept and whether each function concept is realized by at least one working principle concept. Each concept in a preceding, more abstract viewpoint should be realized by one or more concepts in the following more concrete viewpoint to maintain the integrity of the design.
The designer may then optimize the working principle viewpoint with respect to the objective of maintaining the modular structure of the function viewpoint. The resulting optimized cross-viewpoint model can be utilized to assess the performance of the working principle concepts with respect to their capabilities to maintain the modular solution. If the modular solution is maintained in this way, the designer can utilize the findings to define further design tasks necessary to evolve the design activity and consequently its associated knowledge.
The process is repeated for the individual solution viewpoint and a mapping from the working principle viewpoint to the solution viewpoint. This application to the function, working principle, and solution viewpoints represents one cycle of the methodology itself. However, the design activity is an iterative process and the designer's knowledge of a design from a particular viewpoint evolves as the design progresses. Figure 10 (a) illustrates the relationships between components for an alternator (adapted from Sosale et al. [4] ) represented within the solution viewpoint. For a more detailed presentation of the approach across the three viewpoints for the modular design of an integrated technology mast, and a battle-group thermal imager, see Smith [38] .
The structure of the alternator is defined by the arbitrary sequence provided within the original work [4] . The initial value for the clustering criterion (from Equation (1)) is 153.8. Figure 10 (b) represents the optimized matrix for the solution viewpoint with a new clustering criterion value of 118.2. It is however difficult from the structuring of the dependencies to clearly identify any significant component groupings within the optimized matrix without further consideration.
The MSI function was calculated for the optimized matrix within Figure 10(b) , and used to produce an MSM - Figure 11 . The application of the approach has illustrated that a number of strong module candidates exist within the proposed structure in addition to highlighting the inherent modularity of the artifact. Figure 12 catalogues the potential modules within the alternator structure at the differing module strengths highlighted within the MSM. These modules are based on the boundaries of the colored groupings. Such modularity is not immediately evident from the dependencies of the optimized matrix within Figure 10 (b).
Conclusions
A novel multi-viewpoint modular design methodology has been developed, based on modular design support for engineering design reuse, to fulfil the objective of developing and defining a multi-viewpoint modular design methodology. The methodology was developed with the aim of addressing the limitations of existing modular design approaches and satisfying the identified requirements. The overall idea of the methodology is to support the designer in creating and maintaining a modular design solution throughout the evolution of the design process. As such, the methodology embodies the concept of knowledge modularity. The methodology has been developed to support the designer in modeling evolutionary design knowledge for analysis, modular optimization to identify inherent modularity and map between design viewpoints to maintain the modular solution.
The multi-viewpoint modular design methodology embodies four main elements: a modeling formalism, an optimization mechanism, a module identification mechanism, and a viewpoint mapping mechanism. The overall methodology defines the declarative and procedural knowledge required to fuse the methodology elements into a coherent framework and provide an articulate procedure for designers to follow in practice.
The methodology was developed within the aim of addressing the limitations of existing modular design approaches and satisfying the identified requirements. To fulfil the objective of evaluating the functionality of the developed approach, it was partially realized within a computational environment and implemented within two industry-based engineering design processes [36, 38] . The results of both implementations identified potential improvements in the modularity of the designs. In addition, the methodology was deemed by the industrial partners involved to provide an articulate procedure for practising designers [38] .
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